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say I think it hits the mark* Neither God the Father, nor
the Son, nor Satan nor the angels have any kind of per-
tonality of their owa: in the sense that Hamlet or Ajax
or Faust or Hector or even Turnus have: they are merely
vehicles through which Milton carries on an interminable
argument about free will and cognate matters.
And now good-night. I felt when I wrote before that
to ask a marrying man to spend a holiday with me was
an absurdity, as it certainly is: so I say no more of that.
If I come to your part of the world I will ask for a bed:
and do let me know beforehand if you come here. A
talk would be delightful, delightfuller even than a letter,
which is a luxury I hope you will allow me even though
it be the very middle of Lent.
Yours ever affec.,
J. C. bailey.
From the Diary
January 5, london. Matheson1 and I dined at N.U.C.
We had a delightful evening and some very good talk and
all manner of subjects from Italian literature to Oxford
gossip. He told me ojie story that amused me: a man
came to a solicitor whom Nor'thcote knows lately and
wanted his marriage setdement drawn up. After the
ordinary clauses had been arranged, he said to the solicitor:
" Now I want this clause added: * If my wife endeavour
in any way to substitute, or persuade me to agree to sub-
stitute, tea for dinner on Sundays, this setdement shall be
void/ " The solicitor protested that the clause was very
unusual and, in his opinion, undesirable. The bridegroom,
however, insisted that he would take his setdement some-
where else if the solicitor refused to insert the clause.
" For," he added, " it is an important thing to me, and
though I don't know that they will try anything of the
kind on, I wish to be on the safe side. She comes of a
damned tea-ing lot! "
1 Percy Matheson, Fellow and Tutor of New College, Oxford.

